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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Specifications, information and products featured in this catalogue are subject to change. Contact us for up to date information.
Products displayed are not actual size and the logos used are for reference only to illustrate branding options.
They are the property of their owners and represent no endorsement of this brochure or its content.
Product colours illustrated are matched as closely as the print process will allow and should be considered to be approximate.
Actual product colours can also vary from shipment to shipment and this is beyond our control. Always ask to see a sample to ensure the product colour and the product
itself are suitable for the intended purpose as we do not accept returns due to minor colour variations or the product being deemed unsuitable once it is delivered.
All lead times quoted are approximate and can be affected by various factors.
Please ask for accurate delivery information when placing an order.

DRINKWARE

Mirage Powder Coated Vacuum Bottle
116329
Trendy 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink bottle with a timeless
design. It will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Mirage has a
stunning powder coated finish and a secure screw on lid. It is available in a range of
colour options including mix and match. Mirage is BPA free and laser engraves to
a stainless steel finish. It is presented in a black gift box and an optional gift tube is
available on request. Handwashing is recommended.
Colour Match: The powder coated bottles and lids match.

Classic: Powder coated bottles with the classic stainless steel lid.
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Mix and Match: The bottle and lid can be mixed and matched. Up to five different colour combinations are included in the price and more
are available for an additional charge. The combinations illustrated are examples of colour combinations.

Presentation:

Black Gift Box - Included

Natural Gift Tube - Optional

Black Gift Tube - Optional
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DRINKWARE

Mirage Powder Coated Vacuum
Bottle - Flip Lid
116526
Trendy 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink bottle
with a stunning powder coated finish. It will keep drinks cold for 24 hours
or hot for up to 12 hours. Mirage has a secure screw on lid which has
a flip out drinking valve with a straw and a removable silicone mouth
piece. The lid also has a convenient carry handle with a spring loaded
carabiner clip. Mirage is BPA free and laser engraves to a stainless
steel finish. It is nicely presented in a black gift box and handwashing is
recommended.

Mirage Powder Coated Vacuum
Bottle - Push Button Lid
116525
Trendy 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink bottle
with a stunning powder coated finish. It will keep drinks cold for 24
hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Mirage has a secure, spring activated
push button lid with a carry handle and an ergonomically designed
spout for pouring drinks. Remove the lid to drink directly from the
bottle or simply push the button to pour. Mirage is BPA free and laser
engraves to a stainless steel finish. It is nicely presented in a black gift
box and handwashing is recommended.
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108574 - Mirage Vacuum Bottle
113967 - Mirage Vacuum Bottle - Push Button Lid
113810 - Mirage Vacuum Bottle - Flip Lid
Trendy 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel
drink bottle with a timeless design. It will keep drinks cold for 24
hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Mirage has the choice of three
secure screw on lid styles and is presented in a black gift box.
An optional gift tube is available for the version with the classic
stainless steel lid. The bottle laser engraves to a stainless steel
finish and is BPA free. Handwashing is recommended.

Mirage Luxe Vacuum
Bottle
113885
Trendy 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated
stainless steel drink bottle with a timeless
design. It is finished in a stunning shiny UV
lacquer and has a matching screw on lid. Mirage
will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to
12 hours. The bottle laser engraves to a stainless
steel finish and is BPA free. It is presented in
a black gift box or an optional gift tube and
handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Mirage Vacuum Bottle

DRINKWARE

Nomad Vacuum Bottle - Powder Coated
115747

Choose Your Lid Style:

Classic 650ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink
bottle which has an extremely durable powder coated matt finish. It
will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Nomad
offers the choice of three lid styles and an optional carabiner is
available for the flip valve lid and the sipper lid. It is BPA free and
laser engraves to a stainless steel finish. Nomad is nicely presented
in a black gift box or an optional gift tube. Handwashing is
recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Nomad Vacuum Bottle
- Stainless
115849
Classic 650ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless
steel drink bottle which will keep drinks cold for 24
hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Nomad offers the
choice of three lid styles and an optional carabiner is
available for the flip valve lid and the sipper lid. It is
BPA free and laser engraves to a stainless steel finish.
Nomad is nicely presented in a black gift box or an
optional gift tube. Handwashing is recommended.

Nomad Deco Vacuum Bottle
- Stainless
115748
Impressive 650ml double wall vacuum insulated stainless
steel drink bottle which will keep drinks cold for 24 hours
or hot up to 12 hours. It has a trendy screw on lid with a
stainless steel carry handle and a bamboo veneer that offers
a prominent branding opportunity. (Wood is natural material
which produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern,
colour and branding). The lid laser engraves to a natural
etch and the bottle laser engraves to a stainless steel finish.
Nomad is BPA free and handwashing is recommended. It is
nicely presented in a black gift box or an optional gift tube.
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DRINKWARE

Nomad Deco Vacuum Bottle - Powder Coated
115848
Impressive 650ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink bottle which has an extremely durable powder coated matt
finish. It will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours. It has a trendy screw on lid with a stainless carry handle and a
bamboo veneer that offers a prominent branding opportunity. (Wood is natural material which produces unavoidable variances in
the grain pattern, colour and branding). The lid laser engraves to a natural etch and the bottle laser engraves to a stainless steel
finish. Nomad is BPA free and handwashing is recommended. It is nicely presented in a black gift box or an optional gift tube.
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DRINKWARE

Pioneer Vacuum Bottle
113355
Sophisticated 750ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink
bottle which will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours.
It has a secure screw on stainless steel lid with a fold away metal carry
handle. Pioneer is BPA free and laser engraves to a stainless steel finish.
It is presented in a black gift box or an optional gift tube. Handwashing
is recommended.

Viking Vacuum Bottle
113786
Large 750ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel drink bottle
with a tough powder coated matt finish. It will keep drinks cold for 24
hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Viking has a secure screw on stainless
steel lid with a fold away metal carry handle. It is BPA free and laser
engraves to a stainless steel finish. Viking is presented in a black gift box
or an optional gift tube. Handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Neva Water Bottle - Metal
110008
Exceptional 500ml stainless steel water bottle from XD which has
a secure screw on lid with a woven carry strap that acts as a quick
release for the flip out drinking valve. The bottle laser engraves to a
stainless steel finish and is BPA free. It is nicely presented in an XD gift
box and handwashing is recommended.

Neva Water Bottle - Tritan
110010
Timeless 450ml water bottle which has a secure screw on lid with a
woven carry strap that acts as a quick release for the flip out drinking
valve. It is manufactured from Tritan which is odour resistant and BPA
free. It is beautifully presented in an XD gift box and handwashing is
recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Elixir Glass Bottle
115047
Desirable 700ml borosilicate glass drink bottle which has a soft,
insulating neoprene sleeve that keeps drinks cool for longer. Elixir has a
secure screw on lid with a carry handle and a flip out drinking valve with
a straw. Borosilicate is a lightweight glass that is exceptionally strong
and shatter resistant. Glass is a BPA free natural choice for a clean, pure
taste and it offers a safe and eco-friendly alternative. This product is not
intended to be used with carbonated or hot liquids and handwashing is
recommended.

Jupiter Glass Bottle
115873
Stylish 600ml borosilicate glass drink bottle which features a protective
soft touch silicone sleeve. It has a secure screw on lid which has a
carry handle and a flip out drinking valve with a straw. Borosilicate is a
lightweight glass that is exceptionally strong and shatter resistant. Glass
is a BPA free natural choice for a clean, pure taste and it offers a safe
and eco-friendly alternative. This product is not intended to be used
with carbonated or hot liquids and handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Eden Glass Bottle
113025 - Eden Glass Bottle
113950 - Eden Glass Bottle - Silicone Sleeve
116880 - Eden Glass Bottle - Neoprene Sleeve
600ml borosilicate glass drink bottle with a secure screw on stainless steel lid. It can be supplied on its own or with the
addition of a protective soft touch silicone sleeve which is available in 10 colours or an insulating neoprene sleeve with 12
colour options. Borosilicate is a lightweight glass that is exceptionally strong and shatter resistant. Glass is a BPA free natural
choice for a clean, pure taste and it offers a safe and eco-friendly alternative. Handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Venus Glass Bottle
111271 - Venus Glass Bottle
112544 - Venus Bottle - Neoprene Sleeve
111266 - Venus Bottle - Silicone Sleeve
600ml borosilicate glass drink bottle which has a secure screw on stainless steel lid. It can be supplied on its own or with the addition of
a protective soft touch silicone sleeve or a smart neoprene sleeve. Borosilicate is a lightweight glass which is exceptionally strong and
shatter resistant. Glass is a BPA free natural choice for a clean, pure taste and it offers a safe and eco-friendly alternative. Handwashing
is recommended.
111266: Venus Bottle - Silicone Sleeve

112544: Venus Bottle - Neoprene Sleeve
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DRINKWARE

Bopp Fruit Infuser Bottle
110004
Give the gift of healthy living with this exquisite 650ml translucent water
bottle from XD. It is manufactured from Tritan which is odour resistant
and BPA free. Bopp has a secure screw on lid with a carry handle and an
internal infusion cartridge which can be filled with sliced fruit to provide a
healthy water flavouring. It is presented in an exceptional XD gift box and
handwashing is recommended.

Bopp Sport Activity Bottle
110006
The designers at XD have produced the most futuristic translucent water
bottle of all time. It has a radical hand grip with a soft touch silicone
insert which ensures it is so easy and comfortable to carry. Bopp is
manufactured from Tritan which is odour resistant and BPA free. It has a
secure screw on lid with a flip closure and is presented in a stunning XD
gift box. Handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Swiss Peak Tritan Bottle

Swiss Peak Vacuum Flask

110001

108620

Swiss Peak gifts are designed to complement healthy, active
lifestyles and this stunning translucent 750ml water bottle is
no exception. It is manufactured from Tritan which is odour
resistant and BPA free. The secure screw on lid has a silicone
ring for easy opening, a flip closure and a carry handle.
The bottle has a stylish silicone band on the base and it is
beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box. Handwashing
is recommended.

Swiss Peak gifts are of the highest quality with outstanding design
and this 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel flask is
certainly no exception. With its flowing curved body and efficient
push button operation, beverages can’t help but taste better when
poured from a Swiss Peak Vacuum Flask. It will keep drinks cold
for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours. The flask laser engraves to a
stainless steel finish and is BPA free. It is beautifully presented in a
Swiss Peak gift box and handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Mosa Vacuum Flask

Mosa Tumbler

112173

112172

Elegant 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel
flask with a decorative patterned outer wall. It will keep
drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for up to 12 hours. Mosa
has convenient push button operation and its own plastic
cup. The flask laser engraves to a stainless steel finish and
is BPA free. It is beautifully presented in an XD gift box and
handwashing is recommended.

Smart 300ml double wall tumbler which will keep drinks hot for
longer. It has a decorative patterned stainless steel outer wall
and a polypropylene inner wall. Mosa has a secure screw on
lid with a flip closure which has a soft rubber seal. The tumbler
laser engraves to a stainless steel finish and is BPA free. It is
beautifully presented in an XD gift box and handwashing is
recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Swiss Peak Elite Copper
Vacuum Food Container
116487
Premium 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel
food flask. It has a unique copper lining on the inner wall which
improves its performance and the outer wall has a tough powder
coated finish. Elite will keep food hot for up to 12 hours and
cold for up to 24 hours. It has a screw on serving bowl and a
foldable stainless steel spoon which snaps securely into the lid.
This precision vacuum flask is BPA free and laser engraves to a
stainless steel finish. It is presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with
an information leaflet included. Handwashing is recommended.

Swiss Peak Elite Copper
Vacuum Cup
116488
Premium 300ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel coffee mug. It
has a unique copper lining on the inner wall which improves its performance
and the outer wall has a tough powder coated finish. Elite will keep drinks
hot for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24 hours. It features a secure screw
on lid with a push button activated flip closure which is spring loaded for
smooth, effortless operation. The lid prevents leaks and spills even if the cup
is knocked over and it is so robust it can be carried in a bag or backpack.
This precision coffee cup is BPA free and laser engraves to stainless steel
finish. It is presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with an information leaflet
included. Handwashing is recommended.

Swiss Peak Elite Copper
Vacuum Flask
116489
Stylish one litre double wall, vacuum insulated stainless
steel flask. It has a unique copper lining on the inner wall
which improves its performance and the outer wall has
a tough powder coated finish. Elite will keep drinks hot
for up to 12 hours and cold for up to 24 hours. It has a
secure lid with convenient push button pouring and its
own screw on cup. This precision vacuum flask is BPA
free and laser engraves to a stainless steel finish. It is
presented in a Swiss Peak gift box with an information
leaflet included. Handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Bopp Hot Flask
110003
XD design is at its best with this stunning
600ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless
steel flask. It has a trendy matt finish and
will keep drinks cold for 24 hours or hot for
up to 12 hours. Bopp has convenient push
button operation and a smart two tone cup
with a soft touch handle. It is BPA free and
beautifully presented in an XD gift box.
Handwashing is recommended.

Caldera Vacuum
Flask
113780
Compact 380ml double wall, vacuum
insulated stainless steel food flask which
is perfect for hot lunches or snacks on the
go. It is also ideal for keeping yoghurt and
desserts cool. Caldera has a secure screw on
lid with a handy carry handle and it will keep
food hot or cold for approximately six hours.
Handwashing is recommended and it is BPA
free. It laser engraves to a stainless steel finish
and is presented in a black gift box.
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DRINKWARE

Contour Vacuum Flask

Contour Tumbler

108625

108624

Sophisticated XD design is evident in this outstanding
500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel flask. It
has shiny chrome accents and will keep drinks cold for 24
hours or hot for up to 12 hours. The flask has convenient
push button operation and its own cup. It laser engraves
to a stainless steel finish and is BPA free. Contour is
beautifully presented in an XD gift box and handwashing is
recommended.

Sophisticated XD design is evident in this outstanding 350ml
double wall tumbler which will keep drinks hot for longer.
It has a stainless steel outer wall and a polypropylene inner
wall. The tumbler has delightful shiny chrome accents and a
secure push on lid with a splash proof sliding closure. It laser
engraves to a stainless steel finish and is BPA free. Contour is
beautifully presented in an XD gift box and handwashing is
recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Verona Vacuum Cup
116136 - Verona Vacuum Cup
116135 - Verona Vacuum Cup with Handle
Premium 300ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel coffee cup with a stunning powder coated finish and a soft
non-marking base. It has a transparent push on lid and will keep drinks hot or cold for approximately three hours. Verona laser
engraves to a stainless steel finish and is BPA free. It is presented in a black gift box and handwashing is recommended. The
black and white options can be supplied with or without a handle.
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DRINKWARE

Arc Vacuum Cup
113422
Compact 400ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel cup
which will keep drinks hot or cold for up to six hours. It is also ideal
for taking soup and food to work or school. It features a secure screw
on lid with a push button activated flip closure which is spring loaded
for smooth, effortless operation. The lid prevents leaks and spills
even if the cup is knocked over and it is so robust it can be carried
in a bag or backpack. It is BPA free and laser engraves to a stainless
steel finish. Arc is presented in a black gift box and handwashing is
recommended.

Cyprus Vacuum Cup
116123
Tall 500ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel cup which
will keep drinks hot or cold for approximately six hours. It has a soft
non-slip base with a trendy cork pattern and a secure push on lid with
a sliding closure. Cyprus laser engraves to a stainless steel finish and
is presented in a black gift box. It is BPA free and handwashing is
recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Java Vacuum Cup
113424 - Java Vacuum Cup - 230ml
113423 - Java Vacuum Cup - 340ml
Premium double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel cup which is
available in the choice of 230ml and 340ml sizes. It will keep drinks hot or
cold for up to three hours. Java has a soft touch silicone band and a secure
screw on lid with a splash proof flip closure. The cup is available in stainless
steel, white and black and 14 band colours are available. Java laser
engraves to a stainless steel finish and is BPA free. It is presented in a black
gift box or an optional gift tube and handwashing is recommended.
113424: Java Vacuum Cup - 230ml

113423: Java Vacuum Cup - 340ml
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DRINKWARE

Zorro Vacuum Cup
116349
Sturdy 330ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel coffee
cup which will keep drinks hot for up to three hours. It has a
tough polypropylene handle and a secure push on lid with a
splash proof sliding closure. Zorro laser engraves to a stainless
steel finish and is BPA free. It is presented in a black gift box and
handwashing is recommended.

Calibre Vacuum Cup
116215
Low profile 260ml double wall, vacuum insulated stainless steel
coffee cup which will fit under commercial coffee machines. It
has a transparent push on lid and will keep drinks hot or cold for
approximately three hours. Calibre laser engraves to a stainless
steel finish and is BPA free. It is presented in a black gift box and
handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Metro Cup
113053 - Metro Cup
115233 - Metro Cup - Cork Band
Fashion inspired 340ml reusable glass coffee cup with a secure push on silicone lid and a wide heat resistant silicone band.
The lid and band can be mixed and matched in any colour combination from the standard colours. Up to five different colour
combinations are included in the price and more are available for an additional charge. Metro is also available with a trendy heat
resistant cork band. It is presented in an unbleached cardboard gift box with a window to show the branding and product care
instructions are printed on one side. An optional gift tube is available and handwashing is recommended. Glass is a natural BPA
free choice for a clean, pure taste and it offers an eco-friendly alternative.
113053: Metro Cup

115233: Metro Cup - Cork Band
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DRINKWARE

Divino Double Wall
Glass Cup
114338
Trendy 350ml double wall borosilicate glass cup for hot or
cold drinks. It will keep drinks hot or cold for longer and
remains pleasant to hold with no condensation on the
outside. Divino has a large silicone band and a push on
glass lid with a secure silicone seal. The band and seal can
be mixed and matched in any colour combination from the
standard colours. Up to five different colour combinations
are included in the price and more are available for an
additional charge. Borosilicate is a lightweight glass which is
exceptionally strong and shatter resistant. It is a natural BPA
free choice for a clean, pure taste and it offers a safe and
eco-friendly alternative. Divino is presented in a white box
and handwashing is recommended.
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DRINKWARE

Tivoli Double Wall
Glass - 310ml
115671 - Tivoli Double Wall Glass - 310ml
116391 - Tivoli Double Wall Glass Set - 310ml
Exquisite 310ml double wall glass that is
manufactured from borosilicate glass which is
incredibly light and very strong. The double wall
construction keeps drinks hot for longer while
the outside of the glass remains comfortable to
hold and it will keep drinks cold without messy
condensation. Tivoli is ideal for use as an on trend
coffee cup or for serving icy cold beverages. It is
also great for frozen desserts which need to stay
frozen for as long as possible. Tivoli is BPA free and
not suitable for dishwashers. It is also available in
a stunning set of two glasses which are beautifully
presented in a black gift box.

Tivoli Double Wall
Glass - 410ml
115672 - Tivoli Double Wall Glass - 410ml
116392 - Tivoli Double Wall Glass Set - 410ml
Exquisite 410ml double wall glass that is
manufactured from borosilicate glass which is
incredibly light and very strong. The double wall
construction keeps drinks hot for longer while
the outside of the glass remains comfortable
to hold and it will keep drinks cold without
messy condensation. Tivoli is ideal for use as
an on trend coffee cup or for serving icy cold
beverages. It is also great for frozen desserts
which need to stay frozen for as long as
possible. Tivoli is BPA free and not suitable for
dishwashers. It is also available in a stunning set
of two glasses which are beautifully presented in
a black gift box.
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DRINKWARE

Riviera Double Wall Glass Cup
116579
Crystal clear 310ml cup that is manufactured from BPA free
borosilicate glass which is extremely light and strong. The double
wall construction prevents condensation from cold beverages and
keeps drinks hot for longer while the outside remains comfortable
to hold. Riviera is not suitable for dishwashers.
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HOME & LIVING

Sirocco Coaster Set
116581
Stylish set of six round coasters in a smart semienclosed round case. They are manufactured from
a unique PU that changes colour when it is laser
engraved. Black engraves to silver and brown engraves
to black. The coasters have matching stitching and a
soft non-marking base. Sirocco is presented in a black
gift box.

Brooklyn Coaster Set
111940
Set of four coasters in a holder which is
manufactured from PU leather with smart
white stitching. The coasters feature a soft
non-marking velvet base and the set is
presented in a black gift box.
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HOME & LIVING

Saturn Glass Coaster Set
109776 - Saturn Glass Coaster Set of 2
109778 - Saturn Glass Coaster Set of 4
Choose from a set of two or four elegant glass
coasters with soft non-skid polyurethane feet. Branding is
on the underside of the coaster and they are presented
in a smart gloss black gift box.

Bamboo Coaster Set
112030
Set of four coasters which are handcrafted
from eco-friendly, sustainably grown bamboo.
Wood is a natural material which produces
unavoidable variances in the grain pattern,
colour and branding.
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HOME & LIVING

Slate Serving Board
115104
Deluxe natural slate serving board with four soft non-slip
and non-marking polyurethane pads on the base. It has
natural hemp rope handles and is beautifully presented in an
unbleached cardboard gift box.
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Slate Coaster
113119 - Slate Coaster - Single
113118 - Slate Coaster Set of 4
Deluxe natural slate coaster that has soft EVA feet which are
non-slip and non-marking. It is available as a single coaster
or as a set of four in a natural cardboard gift box with a
window to show off the brand. The single coaster can be
presented in an optional velvet sleeve with a Velcro closure.

HOME & LIVING

Slate Cheese Board
115959
Luxury bamboo cheese board with a slate insert which can be
removed for cleaning. It has two cheese knives and a cheese fork
with their own compartments so they are always ready for use.
The slate insert laser engraves to a natural etch and the cheese
board is beautifully presented in a matt black gift box. Wood is
a natural material which produces unavoidable variances in the
grain pattern and colour.

Kensington Cheese Board
110803
Tasteful bamboo cheese board which swivels open to reveal two
cheese knives and a cheese fork neatly stored inside. Wood is
a natural material which produces unavoidable variances in the
grain pattern, colour and branding.
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HOME & LIVING

Montgomery Cheese Board

Coventry Cheese Board

115957

115955

Elegant cheese board which is manufactured from FSC
approved acacia wood. It has four soft non-marking pads
on the base and a compact drawer which opens to reveal a
set of three cheese knives and a cheese fork. Montgomery
laser engraves to a natural etch and is beautifully presented
in a matt black gift box. Wood is a natural material which
produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern, colour
and branding.

Large rustic cheese board with natural rope handles which is
manufactured from FSC approved acacia wood. It has a cheese
knife with its own compartment so it is always ready for use. The
cheese board laser engraves to a natural etch and is beautifully
presented in a matt black gift box. Wood is a natural material
which produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern,
colour and branding.
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HOME & LIVING

Homestead Serving Board
115953
Smart serving board which is manufactured from FSC
approved acacia wood. It has a leather strap which can
be used for hanging the board up when not in use. The
serving board laser engraves to a natural etch and is
beautifully presented in a matt black gift box. Wood is a
natural material which produces unavoidable variances in
the grain pattern, colour and branding.

Estate Serving Board
115949
Large round serving board which is manufactured
from FSC approved acacia wood. The handle has
a stainless steel rivet with a leather strap which can
be used for hanging the board up when not in use.
The serving board laser engraves to a natural etch
and is beautifully presented in a matt black gift
box. Wood is a natural material which produces
unavoidable variances in the grain pattern, colour
and branding.

Villa Serving Board
115951
Stylish serving board which is manufactured from FSC
approved acacia wood. The handle has a stainless steel
rivet with a leather strap which can be used for hanging
the board up when not in use. The serving board laser
engraves to a natural etch and is beautifully presented
in a matt black gift box. Wood is a natural material which
produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern,
colour and branding.
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HOME & LIVING

Tumbling Tower
113085
Tumbling Tower is a game of physical skill where a tower
of 48 wooden blocks is constructed and players take turns
removing one block at a time without causing the tower to
fall. The game is beautifully presented in a wooden box with
a tower stacker and instructions. Wood is a natural material
which produces unavoidable variances in the grain pattern,
colour and branding.
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HOME & LIVING

Oslo Luxury Blanket
112592
Luxurious 1524mm x 1270mm soft fleecy
blanket which is ideal for use at home or at any
outdoor event. It is manufactured from 240gsm
shu velveteen fleece with a 190gsm poly-velvet
liner. It is beautifully presented in a reusable
clear carry bag with a zippered closure.
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OUTDOOR

Headlamp Beanie
113964
Radical knitted acrylic beanie with twin layer construction for
extra warmth, a roll up cuff and a unique built in head lamp. The
lamp has three light settings and uses futuristic COB (Chips on
Board) technology that produces much more light intensity than
conventional lights yet draws a lot less current which dramatically
increases battery life. The light module is easily removed from
the beanie and plugs into any USB port or a mains adaptor for
recharging. It is supplied with an instruction leaflet.

Melody Bluetooth Beanie
116333
Unique beanie which is knitted from warm acrylic yarn. It has
built in bluetooth headphones that produce crystal clear stereo
sound. The headphones will play music for up to three hours and
can be recharged from any USB port or a mains adopter. They
are easily removed from the beanie for charging and to enable
the beanie to be washed. Melody is supplied with a Micro-B USB
cable and an instruction leaflet.
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OUTDOOR

Seattle Scarf and
Beanie Set
113844
Delightful scarf and beanie set which is manufactured
from warm, non-pilling polar fleece and is presented in
a matching drawstring bag. The beanie has a roll up cuff
and is available in one size which will fit most people.

Seattle Scarf and
Gloves Set
113845
Superb scarf and gloves set which is manufactured
from warm, non-pilling polar fleece and is presented
in a matching drawstring bag. The gloves are
available unbranded in two convenient sizes and can
be clipped together when not in use.

Seattle Fleece Set
113843
Delightful scarf, beanie and gloves set which is
manufactured from warm, non-pilling polar fleece
and is presented is a matching drawstring bag. The
beanie has a roll up cuff and is available in one size
which will fit most people. The gloves are available
unbranded in two convenient sizes and can be
clipped together when not in use.
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Luxmore BBQ Set
110805
Premium barbeque gift set in a superb
metal and plastic presentation case with a
metal plate for branding. It includes a fork,
a pair of tongs and a spatula, all of which
are manufactured from non-stick food grade
stainless steel.
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Ultron Sunglasses
108420
Retail quality fashion sunglasses with a carbon
fibre patterned ABS frame. They are fitted with
CE standard 100% UV 400 protection lenses that
provide both UVA and UVB protection. Ultron can
be presented in an optional Montego Sunglass
Case or an optional microfibre pouch.

Quattro Sunglasses
108510
Retail quality fashion sunglasses with a polished
ABS frame and arms. They are fitted with CE
standard 100% UV 400 lenses that provide
both UVA and UVB protection. Quattro can be
presented in an optional Montego Sunglass Case
or an optional microfibre pouch.
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Denver Picnic Blanket
112559
Smart 1800mm x 1300mm picnic blanket that folds into a
compact unit which has a Velcro closure and a carry handle. It is
manufactured from woven acrylic with a waterproof PEVA backing.

Dakota Picnic Blanket
112565
Exceptional 1800mm x 1350mm picnic blanket that folds into
a compact unit with a neat zip closure and a carry handle. It is
manufactured from poly-fleece with a waterproof PE backing and
has a handy 600D polyester slip pocket on the front.
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Outdoor Wine Table

Colorado Picnic Blanket

115961

109067

Unique two person wine table which is manufactured from FSC
approved acacia wood. It has a tough wood spike which screws
into the table top and pushes into the ground; making it ideal for
use in most outdoor situations including the beach. Both wine
glasses are held securely by sliding the stems into the table and
this leaves room for some snacks. It laser engraves to a natural
etch and is presented flat packed in a matt black gift box. Wood
is a natural material which produces unavoidable variances in the
grain pattern, colour and branding.

Smart 1200mm x 1370mm picnic blanket that folds into
a compact unit which has a Velcro closure and a carry
handle. It is manufactured from woven acrylic with a water
resistant PE backing.
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Duke Cooler Box

Directors Chair

113815

113244

Large double wall, retro style cooler box which has a tough
powder coated steel outer wall and lid with aluminium inner
walls. It has polyurethane foam insulation between the walls and
in the lid to keep drinks and food cooler for longer. The large
upright design will hold up to six bottles of wine with room
to add some ice if required. Other features include a chrome
handle and locking bar, retro chrome accents and a handy bottle
opener on one side.

Robust and very comfortable folding chair which is ideal for
camping, the beach, picnics, events etc. The seat and back
rest are manufactured from 600D polyester with a plastic
waterproof coating that prevents the fabric from retaining
moisture when wet. It has soft EVA armrests and a strong
powder coated steel frame with a recommended static
weight loading of up to 120kgs.
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Igloo Cooler Seat
109080
Robust 11 litre cooler bag which will hold 24 cans and doubles as
a seat that can support up to 90kg. It is manufactured from 600D
polyester with an inner lining of aluminium foil laminated PE foam
insulation. Igloo has a unique removable base which allows it to fold
flat when not in use and it is easily assembled in a few seconds. Other
features include a zippered top closure, a soft padded seat, plywood
reinforced walls and an adjustable woven shoulder strap.

Glacier Cooler Trolley
109942
Large 16 litre trolley cooler bag with a two stage pull up handle
and robust dual wheels. It has thick PE foam insulation encased in
a waterproof PEVA inner liner and the outer construction is 600D
polyester with decorative ripstop nylon trim. Other features include a
zippered top closure, two large side pockets, a large zippered front
pocket, woven carry handles with a Velcro cuff and trendy elastic
lacing which is ideal for holding a sweater or light jacket.
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Gibbston Wine Carrier
107683
Deluxe single bottle wine carrier which is manufactured from
reinforced leather look PU. It has a domed top closure, a reinforced
carry handle and folds flat when not in use.

Nirvana Wine Cooler Bag
116539
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Nirvana is where fashion meets function and this modern, on
trend wine cooler bag has all the hallmarks of impeccable style
and superior quality. It has thick PE foam insulation encased in
a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The outer construction is polycanvas that is woven with different coloured fibres to create a very
fashionable heather style two tone fabric. Other features include
an adjustable shoulder strap, a carry handle, a slip pocket on the
front and a top closure with a smart electroplated silver zip.

OUTDOOR

Nirvana Cooler Bag
115113
Nirvana is where fashion meets function and this modern, on trend 13
litre cooler bag has all the hallmarks of impeccable style and superior
quality. It has thick PE foam insulation encased in a waterproof PEVA
inner liner. The outer construction is poly-canvas that is woven with
different coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style two
tone fabric. Nirvana has an adjustable shoulder strap with a handy
metal bottle opener riveted to it. Other features include a carry handle,
a slip pocket on the front and a top closure with a smart electroplated
silver zip.

Nirvana Backpack
113394
Nirvana is where fashion meets function and this modern, on trend
backpack has all the hallmarks of impeccable style and superior
quality. It is manufactured from poly-canvas that is woven with different
coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style two tone
fabric. Nirvana features the extra protection of a padded fold-over
flap which has a magnetic closure with adjustable straps. The closure,
buckles and rivets are all finished in shiny electroplated gunmetal. The
bag has a heavily padded main compartment with a laptop sleeve,
a padded outer compartment for a tablet and padded adjustable
shoulder straps. Other features include a zippered external pocket
on the front, two external side pockets for water bottles and smart
electroplated silver zips.
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Aspiring Cooler Bag
115252 - Aspiring Cooler Bag
116469 - Aspiring Cooler Bag - Elite
Impressive cooler bag with thick PE foam insulation
encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The
outer construction is 600D polyester with a large
zippered front pocket and two mesh side pockets.
Other features include a zippered top closure, smart
zipper pulls, a woven carry handle and trendy elastic
lacing which is ideal for holding a sweater or light
jacket. Aspiring also offers an elite version which is
manufactured from grey heather style poly-canvas.
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Canvas Cooler Bag
116660
Impressive large cooler bag with PE foam insulation encased in a
PEVA inner liner. The outer construction is natural 410gsm heavy
cotton canvas with stunning leather look PU accents. It has woven
carry handles with a domed cuff closure and woven shoulder
straps which are adjustable and removable. Other features include
a zippered top closure and a large front slip pocket.
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Iceland Cooler Basket
111455
Outstanding large 16 litre cooler basket with a strong aluminium
frame which folds flat when it is not in use. It has PE foam insulation
encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner and a secure zippered top
opening. The outer construction is poly-canvas which is woven with
different coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style
two tone fabric. Iceland has a handy slip pocket on the front and
soft rubber hand grips.

Coronet Cooler Backpack
115262
Large 19 litre backpack cooler bag with thick PE foam insulation
encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The outer construction
is heather style poly-canvas with a large zippered front pocket and
two side pockets, one of which is mesh. Other features include
adjustable padded shoulder straps, a zippered top closure, a woven
carry handle and smart zipper pulls.
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OUTDOOR

Cascade Cooler Bag

Nordic Elite Cooler Bag

112973

111456

Small 4.2 litre cooler bag with PE foam insulation encased
in a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The outer construction is
poly-canvas which is woven with different coloured fibres
to create a very fashionable heather style two tone fabric.
It has a zippered top closure, a slip pocket on the front
and an adjustable woven shoulder strap.

Exceptional large 18 litre cooler bag with PE foam insulation
encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The outer
construction is poly-canvas which is woven with different
coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style two
tone fabric. It has a zippered top closure, a large front slip
pocket, two mesh side pockets, woven carry handles with a
Velcro cuff and an adjustable woven shoulder strap.
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Hampton Picnic Bag

Arcadia Picnic Backpack

112791

112790

Classically designed four person picnic bag which is
manufactured from poly-canvas that has been woven
with different coloured fibres to create a very fashionable
heather style two tone fabric. It has a large zippered cooler
compartment which is lined with thick PE foam insulation
encased in a waterproof PEVA inner liner. The side
compartment has a zip around closure that allows it to open
out to 90 degrees revealing plates, cutlery, napkins and glasses
for four people as well as salt and pepper shakers. Other
features include an external zippered pocket, carry handles
with a PU/Velcro wrap and a removable shoulder strap which is
adjustable and has a comfortable shoulder pad.

Superb four person picnic backpack which is
manufactured from poly-canvas that has been woven
with different coloured fibres to create a very fashionable
heather style two tone fabric. It has a large zippered
cooler compartment at the front which is lined with thick
PE foam insulation encased in a waterproof PEVA inner
liner. The rear compartment has a zip around closure
that allows it to open out to 90 degrees revealing plates,
cutlery, napkins and glasses for four people. There is also
a wine waiters knife and salt and pepper shakers. Other
features include an external zippered pocket on the
back, a padded front for comfortable carrying, adjustable
shoulder straps and a carry handle.
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Ascot Tote Bag
112528
Robust tote bag with a base gusset for added capacity
which is manufactured from 280gsm natural heavy cotton
canvas. It has a zippered top closure and on trend long
brown PU handles which are ideal for carrying it on a
shoulder.

Avenue Elite Tote Bag
111452
Premium tote bag with a rounded gusset
and a sewn in base for added capacity. It is
manufactured from poly-canvas that is woven
with different coloured fibres to create a very
fashionable heather style two tone fabric. Other
features include a zippered front pocket, a secure
zippered top closure and long woven carry
handles so it can be comfortably carried on a
shoulder.

Kinder Baby Bag
115176
Luxury baby bag which is manufactured from
trendy 190T patterned dobby polyester with
a pongee lining. It features a heavily padded
main compartment with a zippered closure
which has one large padded inner pocket and
two smaller unpadded pockets. Kinder has
a large external pocket with a Velcro closure
on one side and a large zippered external
pocket with two inner pockets on the other.
It has a removable foam filled changing pad
with a waterproof PEVA surface that is easily
wiped clean or washed. Other features include
two padded end pockets for bottles and
long woven handles so it can be carried on a
shoulder.
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Portland Toiletry Bag
114094
Stylish toiletry bag with a carry handle and a zippered
closure which is manufactured from leather look PU.

Manhattan Toiletry Bag
114092
Toiletry bag with a carry handle and a smart shiny
chrome zip. It is manufactured from poly-canvas that
is woven with different coloured fibres to create a very
fashionable heather style two tone fabric.

Swiss Peak Toilet Bag
108607
Travel in style with the luxury Swiss Peak toilet
bag. It is manufactured from 1680D polyester
with one main compartment containing four
smaller compartments, two mesh open pockets,
one mesh zippered pocket and a handy hook.
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Swiss Peak Weekend/Sport Bag
109994
Swiss Peak have thoughtfully combined smart design with
the needs of a busy lifestyle to create an outstanding multipurpose duffle bag which is ideal for long weekends or as a
sports or gym bag. It is manufactured from a combination
of 600D and 1680D polyester and it’s many features include
a large main compartment with a U shaped zip opening, a
side entry shoe compartment with an air vent, an adjustable
shoulder strap, a unique water bottle holder and a zippered
side pocket.

Milford Duffle Bag
111454
Carry on size duffle bag which is manufactured from
poly-canvas that has been woven with different
coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather
style two tone fabric. It has woven carry handles
with a Velcro cuff and an adjustable woven shoulder
strap which is removable. Other features include two
zippered end pockets, a zippered side pocket and a
tough 600D polyester base.

Horizon Duffle Bag
107665
Contoured duffle bag which is manufactured from
strong 600D polyester with attractive patterned
ripstop nylon accents and distinctive coloured
piping. It has woven carry handles with a Velcro
cuff and a padded woven shoulder strap which is
adjustable and removable. Horizon features three
external zippered compartments, one of which is
an extended waterproof inner bag for shoes or wet
clothing. Other features include an adjustable water
bottle holder, a reinforced base with plastic feet and
an outer mesh pocket.
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Bobby Anti-Theft Backpack
111278
The Bobby Anti-Theft Backpack from XD DESIGN has a myriad of security and safety features. It has a unique zero entry main zip
closure, two secure hidden pockets, reflective night safety strips and cut resistant internal panels on the front and sides. Bobby has
breathable back and shoulder padding and a revolutionary weight dispersal system which effectively reduces shoulder weight by
up to 20%. Other features include the choice of three opening angles, an external phone charging port, a luxury carry handle and a
luggage strap so it can slide onto a rolling suitcase handle. The outer construction has two layers of tough waterproof polyester with
shock absorbing foam and the cut resistant panels sandwiched between them. All of the internal pockets are padded and Bobby is
presented in an unbleached cardboard gift box with carry handles.

Artemis Laptop Backpack
109074
Two compartment backpack which is manufactured from 600D polyester with
decorative ripstop nylon accents and smart coloured piping. It has a padded back
for comfortable carrying, padded woven shoulder straps which are adjustable and
a fully padded internal laptop compartment. Other features include an internal
pocket for a tablet, a zippered front pocket, a padded carry handle and two mesh
side pockets.
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Swiss Peak Outdoor
Backpack
109999
Stylish Swiss Peak backpack which is manufactured from a
combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. It has one large
main compartment and comfortable padding on the back.
Other features include padded woven shoulder straps which are
adjustable, two mesh side pockets, a woven carry handle and
adjustable external straps for holding additional gear.

Swiss Peak Outdoor Laptop
Backpack
112159
Carry a laptop anywhere in safety and style with Swiss Peak. This smart
laptop bag doesn’t rely on zips and has a flap-over closure which
features two strong snap buckles that provide much easier access for
a laptop and it is well protected by the heavy duty padding inside. It is
manufactured from 600D polyester and has a drawstring front pocket
with a vertical zip for added storage. Other features include a padded
tablet sleeve with a zippered closure, several internal organiser pockets,
a luxury padded back panel for extra carrying comfort and padded
woven shoulder straps which are adjustable.

Swiss Peak Sling Laptop
Backpack
109997
Swiss Peak innovation is at its best with this smart urban style
sling bag which is manufactured from a combination of 600D and
1680D polyester. The comfortable, extra wide single shoulder
strap allows the bag to be rotated to the front of the body and
accessed without taking it off. Other features include a secure
phone pocket on the shoulder strap, a fully padded laptop
compartment, a tablet sleeve, three external zippered pockets
and a carry handle.
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Swiss Peak 38cm Laptop Bag
109998
Superb Swiss Peak laptop bag which is manufactured from a
combination of 600D and 1680D polyester. It has a padded
laptop compartment, a tablet sleeve and a padded woven
shoulder strap which is fully adjustable and detachable. Other
features include woven carry handles with a Velcro cuff, a
zippered front organiser pocket and a rear luggage sleeve that
slides over the handle of a rolling suitcase.

Luxor Conference Satchel
113114
Impressive conference or business satchel with padding
to protect both a laptop and a tablet. It is manufactured
from 300D polyester and has carry handles with a Velcro
wrap as well as an adjustable shoulder strap. Luxor has
a zippered top closure, a zippered front pocket and a
vertical zippered pocket which is padded for a tablet.
Other features include a padded internal divider, a mesh
end pocket and a business card holder on the reverse.

Herald Business Satchel
111457
Large padded business or conference satchel which is
manufactured from polycanvas that is woven with different
coloured fibres to create a very fashionable heather style
two tone fabric. It has both carry handles and an adjustable
shoulder strap which is removable. Other features include an
internal padded laptop compartment, a large front pocket with
a hidden zippered closure and a robust 600D polyester base.
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UMBRELLAS

Gemini Inverted Umbrella
113242
Radical eight panel inverted umbrella which will open or close “inside
out” through a building or car door while the user remains dry inside.
The wet canopy closes inwards leaving a dry outer layer. Gemini has
a unique soft touch C handle which allows the umbrella to slip over a
wrist, freeing up both hands to use a phone and still stay dry. It has a
twin layer, 190T showerproof pongee canopy with 62cm ribs. The inner
layer has air holes which ensure smooth, fast opening and closing. It has
an eight rib fibreglass frame which windproofs the canopy and a super
strong fibreglass shaft.

Sheraton Compact
Umbrella
107938
Eight panel, triple folding umbrella with
automatic opening and closing which folds
down to a very compact 28cm when not in use.
It has a high quality 190T showerproof pongee
canopy with a matching carry sleeve and 54cm
ribs. The eight rib frame is constructed from
metal with fibreglass added to ensure it is
flexible and windproof. Other features include a
three stage telescopic metal shaft, a leather look
hand grip, metal tips, a Velcro tie and a woven
hand strap.
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Patronus Umbrella
116617
Premium eight panel sports umbrella which has a
strong 190T pongee canopy with a smart silver finish
on the underside. It has automatic opening and a
windproof fibreglass frame with 76cm ribs. Other
features include a fibreglass shaft with a soft EVA
hand grip, tough polypropylene tips, a Velcro tie and
a matching pongee sleeve.
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UMBRELLAS

Swiss Peak Expandable
Umbrella
116490
Precision Swiss Peak umbrella that expands outwards
from a compact 58cm to 69cm when it is opened.
It has an eight panel vented storm proof canopy
with fibreglass ribs. The umbrella is manufactured
from showerproof 190T pongee and it has a metal
shaft. Other features include automatic opening
and closing, a matt black hook handle and strong
polypropylene tips.
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Swiss Peak Tornado
58cm Umbrella
110011
Premier Swiss Peak umbrella with automatic
opening. It has an eight panel, 190T
showerproof pongee canopy with 58cm ribs.
Tornado has a windproof eight rib fibreglass
frame and a robust metal shaft with a soft touch
handle. It is presented in an impressive Swiss
Peak gift tube.

Swiss Peak Tornado
76cm Umbrella
116491
Premier Swiss Peak eight panel umbrella
with automatic opening. It has a double
layer windproof and showerproof 190T
pongee canopy with 76cm ribs. Tornado
has a windproof eight rib fibreglass frame
and a robust metal shaft with a soft touch
handle. It is presented in a matching Swiss
Peak sleeve.
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UMBRELLAS

Swiss Peak Traveller Umbrella
110002
Stay dry in style with this compact three stage Swiss Peak folding
umbrella which has automatic opening and closing. It has an eight
panel, 190T showerproof pongee canopy with 53cm ribs. Other
features include a windproof eight rib fibreglass frame, a chromed
metal shaft and stunning presentation in a Swiss Peak gift tube.

Swiss Peak Foldable Umbrella
116493
Compact three stage Swiss Peak folding umbrella with a unique
reverse opening mechanism that keeps the wet surface inside
when it is closed. It has automatic opening and closing and
an eight panel canopy with 58cm fibreglass ribs. The umbrella
is manufactured from 190T showerproof pongee and it has a
matching pongee sleeve. Other features include a chrome plated
steel shaft, a smart ABS hand grip and a woven wrist strap.
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Swiss Peak Heritage A5 Notebook
116492
Exceptional medium size Swiss Peak notebook with 80 leaves (160
pages) of 80gsm lined cream paper and a bookmark ribbon. It has a
hard cover which is finished with textured leather look PU. There is a
three dimensional Swiss Peak badge on the front cover and the brand is
tastefully debossed on the back cover and printed in the corner of each
page. The notebook is beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box.
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Melrose Notebook
113088
Luxurious medium size notebook with a convenient pocket on the
front to securely hold a phone. It has a hard cover with a neatly
stitched soft PU finish. Melrose has a massive 160 leaves (320 pages)
of lined cream paper with subtle coloured edges. Other features
include a smart elastic closure and a bookmark ribbon.

Stanford Notebook
112566
Outstanding medium size notebook with a large
reinforced pocket on the front which will hold a
phone and other small items. It has a hard cover with
a heather style PU finish and smart black stitching.
Stanford has a massive 160 leaves (320 pages) of lined
cream paper and a bookmark ribbon The notebook
and pocket are securely sealed with a strong
magnetic closure.
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Lexus Notebook
111458
Design inspired medium size notebook with 100 leaves (200 pages)
of lined cream paper. It has a bookmark ribbon and a secure domed
closure with an easy open tab that doubles as a pen holder. Lexus
has a hard cover which is finished with on trend heather style PU.

Rado Notebook with Pen
110463
Refined medium size notebook with 80 leaves (160 pages) of lined
cream paper, an elastic closure band and a unique pen holder on
the inside of the spine. It has a hard cover with a textured PU finish
and a stylish aluminium Lancer pen is included in the pen holder.
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Diablo Notebook
113936
Superior design and functionality have been integrated to
produce a truly exceptional notebook that stands out from
the crowd. Diablo has a hard cover that features a cohesive
combination of black and grey heather style PU with coloured
accents. It has 80 leaves (160 pages) of lined cream paper with
coloured edges, a secure magnetic closure and a bookmark
ribbon. The coloured features are matched as closely as the
materials will allow.
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Andorra Gift Set

Princeton Gift Set

116693

116694

Exceptional gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box.
It includes a medium size Andorra Notebook and a retractable
aluminium Panama ball pen. The notebook has 80 leaves (160
pages) of high quality lined cream paper and a hard cover with
a leather look PU finish which features a vibrant coloured inlay.
Other features include stitching on the cover, a secure magnetic
closure band and a book mark ribbon. The pen has shiny anodised
coloured barrels and a matt anodised silver barrel, all of which
have shiny chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill with
1200 metres of writing ink and blue is available for an additional
charge. The barrel laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.

Luxury gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It
includes a medium size Princeton Notebook and a retractable
aluminium Lancer ball pen. The notebook has a hard cover
with a delightfully stitched heather style PU finish and an
elastic pocket on the front to securely hold a phone. It has 80
pages (160 leaves) of lined cream paper, a bookmark ribbon
and a pen loop. The pen has shiny anodised coloured barrels
and a matt anodised silver barrel, all of which have shiny
chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill with 1200
metres of writing ink and blue is available for an additional
charge. Lancer laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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Alexis Gift Set
116691
Trendy gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It includes a
medium size Alexis Notebook and a retractable aluminium Centra ball
pen. The notebook has an attention-grabbing hard cover which is finished
with a stylish combination of heather style PU matched with leather look
white PU. It has 80 leaves (160 pages) of lined cream paper, an elastic
closure band and a bookmark ribbon. The pen has a matt anodised barrel
and shiny chrome accents. It has a black refill with 800 metres of writing ink
and the barrel laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.

Demio Gift Set
116690
Stylish gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It includes a
medium size Demio Notebook and a retractable aluminium Lancer ball
pen. The notebook has a flexible PU cover, 112 leaves (224 pages) of
colour-edged cream paper with lines, a pen holder in the spine and a
bookmark ribbon. The pen has shiny anodised coloured barrels and a matt
anodised silver barrel, all of which have shiny chrome accents. It has a black
large volume refill with 1200 metres of writing ink and blue is available for
an additional charge. Lancer laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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Marble Gift Set

Prescott Gift Set

116692

116695

Vibrant gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It
includes a medium size Marble Soft Cover Notebook and a
retractable aluminium Vienna ball pen. The notebook has a flexible
thermal PU cover with a delightful marble patterned soft touch
finish. The thermal PU is manufactured for debossing and the
notebook debosses to a charcoal colour. Marble has 80 leaves (160
pages) of lined cream paper and a book mark ribbon. The pen has
a debossed pattern on the grip, a matt lacquered barrel and shiny
chrome accents. It has a blue large volume refill with 800 metres
of writing ink and black ink is available for an additional charge.
Vienna laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.

Deluxe gift set which is presented in a smart black gift box. It
includes a medium size Prescott Notebook and a retractable
aluminium Vienna ball pen. The notebook has a hard cover
with a stitched PU finish that features a unique accent stripe
and an elastic pen holder. It has 80 pages (160 leaves) of
lined cream paper and a bookmark ribbon. The pen has a
debossed pattern on the grip, a matt lacquered barrel and
shiny chrome accents. It has a blue large volume refill with
800 metres of writing ink and black ink is available for an
additional charge. Vienna laser engraves to an oxidised white
colour.
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Pierre Cardin Notebook
113314 - Pierre Cardin Notebook - Small
113319 - Pierre Cardin Notebook - Medium
Pierre Cardin have combined style and functionality to produce an
outstanding notebook which is available in two sizes. It has a hard
cover with a delightfully textured PU leather finish and an expandable
pocket inside the back cover. The notebook has 96 leaves (192 pages)
of acid free lined paper, a bookmark ribbon and an elastic closure
band. The Pierre Cardin logo is tastefully debossed on the back cover
and subtly printed on the bottom corner of each page.

Pierre Cardin Soft Cover
Notebook
114000 - Pierre Cardin Soft Cover Notebook - Small
114001 - Pierre Cardin Soft Cover Notebook - Medium
Timeless notebook from Pierre Cardin which is available in two
sizes. It has a flexible soft touch PU cover with twin layers so the
inside and outside cover are different colours. The notebook has 96
leaves (192 pages) of cream coloured lined paper which is acid free.
The Pierre Cardin logo is tastefully debossed on the back cover and
subtly printed on the bottom corner of each page.
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Whitehall Tablet Portfolio
107085
PU portfolio with a secure zippered closure which will hold almost any tablet with
its unique elastic fastening system. It has a large lined pad, a pen loop, a business
card holder and four loops to hold flash drives. Whitehall can be personalised with
individual laser engraved names and laser engraves to a matt brown finish.
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Pierre Cardin Calais Pen
113272
Timeless, classically designed brass ball pen with a silky
smooth twist action and shiny chrome accents. The
barrel is finished in the choice of lacquered black which
engraves to a silver mirror finish or electroplated shiny
chrome and matt silver which both engrave to a silver
natural etch. Calais has a black large volume refill with
4000 metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing
quality. It features the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully
engraved on the centre ring and can be presented in a
velvet sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin
gift box, all of which are optional.

Pierre Cardin Montfort Pen
113262
Montfort is a true French classic masterpiece with an intoxicating
design that is dominated by flowing curves. It has a precise
twist action with a brass barrel which is finished in the choice
of lacquered black which laser engraves to a brass finish or
shiny chrome which laser engraves to a natural etch. The black
large volume refill has 4000 metres of German manufactured
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved
writing quality. Montfort has the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully
engraved on the centre ring and can be presented in a velvet
sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box, all of
which are optional.

Pierre Cardin Evolution Pen
113265
Evolution is a triumph of contemporary design and classic
French elegance. It has a silky smooth twist action and
a lacquered brass barrel which is highlighted with shiny
chrome accents. The black large volume refill has 4000
metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a
tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. Evolution
features the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully engraved on the
centre ring and the barrel laser engraves to a silver mirror
finish. It can be presented in a velvet sleeve, a Pierre Cardin
sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box, all of which are optional.
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Pierre Cardin Lyon Pen
- Corporate
115844
Sophisticated twist action brass ball pen which has been
thoughtfully designed for corporate branding. The lower barrel
features a subtle guilloche engraved pattern with elegant shiny
chrome electroplating. The upper barrel is finished in polished
white lacquer which offers the choice of multi-colour branding or
laser engraving to a mirror finish that matches the lower barrel
and accents. It has a black large volume refill with 4000 metres
of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten
carbide ball for improved writing quality. Lyon features the Pierre
Cardin logo tastefully engraved on the centre ring and clip. It
can be presented in a velvet sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a
Pierre Cardin gift box, all of which are optional.

Pierre Cardin Lyon Pen
115843
Sophisticated brass ball pen with a silky smooth twist action
and stunning electroplated finishes. The lower barrel features
a subtle guilloche engraved pattern and the upper barrel laser
engraves to a natural etch. It has a black large volume refill
with 4000 metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality.
Lyon features the Pierre Cardin logo tastefully engraved on
the centre ring and clip. It can be presented in a velvet sleeve,
a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box, all of which
are optional.

Pierre Cardin Noblesse Pen
115150
Exceptional twist action brass ball pen that exhibits all the
hallmarks of refined elegance. It has a finely tuned spring
loaded clip and a superb lacquered finish. Noblesse has
a black large volume refill with 4000 metres of German
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide
ball for improved writing quality. It laser engraves to a
natural etch finish with the exception of the blue and black
pens with silver accents which laser engrave to a silver
mirror finish. The Pierre Cardin logo is tastefully engraved
on the centre ring and clip. It can be presented in a velvet
sleeve, a Pierre Cardin sleeve or a Pierre Cardin gift box,
all of which are optional.
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Lamy Studio Pen
113801
Elegant twist action ball pen with the choice
of a brushed stainless steel barrel and a heavy
brass barrel with matt finishes. This stunning pen
features a unique propeller inspired clip with
matching shiny chrome accents. It has a black
LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink
and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing
quality. Studio is 100% made in Germany with the
LAMY brand tastefully inscribed on the upper
barrel and it is beautifully presented in a LAMY
gift box. The stainless steel barrel laser engraves
to a natural etch and the heavy brass barrel laser
engraves to a mirror finish.

Lamy Studio Rolling
Ball Pen
113802
Elegant rolling ball pen which offers the choice of
brushed stainless steel or heavy brass with matt
finishes. This stunning pen features a unique propeller
inspired clip with matching shiny chrome accents.
It has a black LAMY M63 rolling ball refill with 750
metres of smooth writing ink. Studio is 100% made
in Germany with the LAMY brand tastefully inscribed
on the upper barrel and it is beautifully presented
in a LAMY gift box. The stainless steel barrel laser
engraves to a natural etch and the heavy brass barrel
laser engraves to a mirror finish.

Lamy Studio Pen Set
113803
A pen set of rare quality which bears all the hallmarks
of the finest LAMY design and quality. It features a twist
action ball pen and a rolling ball pen with the choice of
brushed stainless steel or heavy brass with matt finishes.
These stunning pens feature a unique propeller inspired
clip with matching shiny chrome accents. The ball pen
has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing
quality. The rolling ball pen has a black LAMY M63 rolling
ball refill with 750 metres of smooth writing ink. Studio is
100% made in Germany with the LAMY brand tastefully
inscribed on the upper barrel of the ball pen and the
cap of the rolling ball pen. Both pens are beautifully
presented in a LAMY gift box. The stainless steel barrels
laser engrave to a natural etch and the heavy brass barrel
laser engraves to a mirror finish.
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Lamy Logo Pen
- Brushed Steel
113795
Timeless retractable ball pen which is manufactured from
the finest quality brushed stainless steel with with a finely
tuned, spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome
accents. It has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres
of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved
writing quality. Logo is 100% made in Germany with the
LAMY brand tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel and it
is beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box. The barrel laser
engraves to a natural etch.

Lamy Logo Pencil
- Brushed Steel
113796
Timeless mechanical pencil which is manufactured from
the finest quality brushed stainless steel with a finely tuned,
spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome accents.
It has a 0.5mm LAMY M41 HB lead refill and the barrel laser
engraves to a natural etch. Logo is 100% made in Germany
with the LAMY brand tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel
and it is beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box.

Lamy Logo Pen and Pencil Set
113797
Superb pen and pencil set featuring a brushed stainless steel retractable ball pen delightfully partnered with a matching
mechanical pencil. Both have a finely tuned, spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome accents. The ball pen has a
black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. The pencil has a
0.5mm LAMY M41 HB lead refill and both barrels laser engrave to a natural etch. Logo is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY
brand tastefully inscribed on the upper barrel and the set is beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box.
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Lamy Econ Pen
113798
Sublime retractable ball pen which is manufactured
from the finest quality stainless steel with shiny chrome
accents and a silky smooth push action. It has a black
LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing ink and
a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality.
Econ is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY brand
tastefully debossed on the clip and it is beautifully
presented in a LAMY gift box. Econ laser engraves to a
natural etch.

Lamy Logo Pen
113794
Timeless retractable ball pen which is manufactured
from highly polished ABS plastic with a finely tuned,
spring loaded metal clip and matching shiny chrome
accents. It has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000
metres of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball
for improved writing quality. Logo is 100% made in
Germany with the LAMY brand tastefully inscribed
on the upper barrel and it is beautifully presented in
a LAMY gift box.

Lamy Safari Pen
113793
Classic ball pen which is manufactured from highly
polished ABS plastic with a design inspired metal
spring loaded clip and a soft rubber push button. It
has a black LAMY M16 refill with 8000 metres of writing
ink and a tungsten carbide ball for improved writing
quality. Safari is 100% made in Germany with the LAMY
brand tastefully moulded in the upper barrel and it is
beautifully presented in a LAMY gift box.
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Statesman Pen
108750 - Statesman Ball Pen
108749 - Statesman Rolling Ball Pen
108792 - Statesman Gift Set
Luxury matching ball pen and rolling ball pen which are
available individually or as a premium gift boxed set.
Individually they can be presented in an optional black velvet
sleeve or a gift box. The ball pen has a lacquered upper barrel,
a genuine carbon fibre lower barrel and shiny chrome accents.
It has a black TRENDS large volume refill with 1800 metres
of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten
carbide ball for improved writing quality. The rolling ball pen
has a lacquered cap, a genuine carbon fibre barrel and shiny
chrome accents. It has a black rolling ball refill with 1500
metres of writing ink. The upper barrel of the ball pen and the
cap of the rolling ball pen laser engraves to a mirror finish.
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Swiss Peak Heritage Pen
116497 - Swiss Peak Heritage Ballpoint Pen
116496 - Swiss Peak Heritage Rollerball Pen
116495 - Swiss Peak Heritage Pen Gift Set
Precision Swiss Peak Heritage ball pen and rolling ball pen
which are presented individually in a smart Swiss Peak sleeve.
They can also be presented together in a Swiss Peak gift box.
The pens are manufactured from lacquer finished brass and
have shiny chrome accents. Both pens have a blue refill with
1200 metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink.
They laser engrave to a brass finish and have subtle Swiss Peak
branding on the centre ring and cap.
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Andromeda Pen
100965
Twist action ball pen with a genuine carbon fibre
barrel and shiny chrome accents. It has a blue
TRENDS large volume refill with 3000 metres of
German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a
tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality.
Black ink is available for an additional charge.
Andromeda can be presented in an optional black
velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Monarch Pen
110827
Superior twist action brass ball pen with a patterned
lower barrel, a smart electroplated metal finish and
shiny chrome accents. It has a black large volume
refill with 4000 metres of German manufactured
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for
improved writing quality. Monarch laser engraves to
a natural etch and it can be presented in an optional
velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Supreme Pen
107045
Twist action brass ball pen with a lacquered barrel and
shiny chrome accents. It has a black TRENDS large
volume refill with 3000 metres of German manufactured
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for
improved writing quality. Blue ink is available for an
additional charge and the upper barrel laser engraves to
a mirror finish. Supreme can be presented in an optional
velvet sleeve or a gift box.
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Belmont Pen

Ambassador Pen

110828

109989

Refined twist action brass ball pen with a unique three
dimensional etched pattern on the barrel and a smart
electroplated finish. It has a black large volume refill with 4000
metres of German manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a
tungsten carbide ball for improved writing quality. Belmont laser
engraves to a natural etch on one side of the upper barrel and it
can be presented in an optional velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Twist action brass ball pen which has a lacquered barrel
and shiny chrome accents. It has a black large volume refill
with 1600 metres of writing ink and a tungsten carbide ball
for improved writing quality. Blue ink is available for an
additional charge and it laser engraves to a mirror finish.
Ambassador can be presented in an optional velvet sleeve
or a gift box.
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Valencia Pen
105590
Retractable brass ball pen with a lacquered barrel, a soft
rubber grip and shiny chrome accents. It has a black
TRENDS large volume refill with 3000 metres of German
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten
carbide ball for improved writing quality. Blue ink is
available for an additional charge and the barrel laser
engraves to a brass finish. Valencia can be presented in
an optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Sovereign Pen
113589
Ornate twist action ball pen which has a comfortable
leather look PU lower barrel with a smart stitched finish.
It has a brass upper barrel and a spring loaded metal
clip. The upper barrel, clip, centre ring and tip are
finished with shiny chrome plating. Sovereign has a blue
TRENDS large volume refill with 1800 metres of German
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide
ball for improved writing quality. The upper barrel
laser engraves to a natural etch and Sovereign can be
presented in an optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box.

Cambridge Pen
110829
Exceptional twist action brass ball pen with a smart
electroplated finish and decorative guilloche engraved
lines on the lower barrel. It has a black large volume
refill with 4000 metres of German manufactured
DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for
improved writing quality. Cambridge can be presented in
an optional velvet sleeve or a gift box.
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Heritage Rimu Wood Pen
107031
Twist action ball pen which is manufactured from
genuine New Zealand rimu wood with shiny chrome
accents. It has a black Cross style refill with 800
metres of writing ink and it can be presented in an
optional black velvet sleeve or a gift box. Wood
is a natural material which produces unavoidable
variances in the grain pattern, colour and branding.

Supreme Wood Pen
114975
Twist action maple wood ball pen with shiny
chrome accents. It has a black Cross style refill
with 800 metres of writing ink and a tungsten
carbide ball for improved writing quality. The
upper and lower barrel laser engrave to a natural
etch and it can be presented in an optional velvet
sleeve or a gift box. Wood is a natural material
which produces unavoidable variances in the grain
pattern, colour and branding.
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Concord Multi-Function Pen
112119
Precision twist action, multi-function aluminium ball pen. It has a
stylus for use with touch screens which can be used on either end
of the pen. Concord also has a ruler with both metric and imperial
measurements, a spirit level and two screwdrivers inside the upper
barrel. It has a black TRENDS refill with 400 metres of German
manufactured DOKUMENTAL ink and a tungsten carbide ball for
improved writing quality. Concord laser engraves to an oxidised
white colour and can be presented in an optional black velvet
sleeve or a gift box.

Exocet Flash Drive Ball Pen
107697
Twist action brass ball pen with a stylus for use with touch screens and
a 4GB flash drive which has a USB 2.0 interface. It has a black refill
with 500 metres of writing ink and the barrel laser engraves to a mirror
finish. Data uploading, a black velvet sleeve and a gift box are all
available on request.
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Hadron Wireless Charger
114201
Smart 5W phone charger which is manufactured from stylish leather
look PU and is compatible with devices that are enabled for QI
wireless charging. Hadron will charge most modern phones including
iPhone 8 upwards, Samsung Galaxy S6 upwards and many more.
Simply plug it into any USB port or a mains adapter and place
a compatible device on it for convenient wireless charging. It is
presented in a black box with an 80cm Micro-B USB cable and an
instruction leaflet.

Davros Wireless Charging
Mouse Mat
116032
Futuristic mouse mat with a built in 5W wireless phone charger. It is
compatible with devices that are enabled for QI wireless charging
and will charge most modern phones including iPhone 8 upwards,
Samsung Galaxy S6 upwards and many more. Simply plug it into a
USB port or a mains adapter and place a compatible device on it for
convenient wireless charging. Davros is manufactured from PU with
smart black stitching. It is supplied with a Micro-B USB cable and an
instruction leaflet.
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Kronos Wireless Power Bank
113089
Kronos is the future of power banks with a massive 8000mAh of power
and it has a 5W wireless phone charger which is compatible with
devices that are enabled for QI wireless charging. It will charge most
modern phones including iPhone 8 upwards, Samsung Galaxy S6
upwards and many more. Simply attach a compatible device to the
suction cups for convenient wireless charging. Kronos also features an
array of conventional charging options for almost any phone. It has
a Micro-B USB port with an input of 5V/1A, a USB Type-C connector
port with an input of 5V/2.1A and a USB port with an output of
5V/2.1A. Recharging time is approximately four hours from a USB port
or a mains adaptor and it has a handy power gauge. It is supplied with
a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet. An optional EVA carry
case and a triple connector cable are available on request.

Swiss Peak 5000mAh Power
Bank
110009
Swiss Peak excels in designing practical lifestyle products and this
compact yet powerful 5000mAh power bank is no exception. It has
an input of 5V/800mA and an output of 5V/1 Amp. Recharging time is
5-6 hours from a USB port or a mains adapter. The power bank has a
handy LED power gauge and its own carry pouch with a belt loop. It is
beautifully presented in a Swiss Peak gift box along with a Micro-B USB
cable and an instruction leaflet.
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Odyssey Wireless Charging
Power Bank
116645
Odyssey is the future of power banks with 10,000mAh of power
and it features a 5W wireless phone charger that is compatible
with devices enabled for QI wireless charging. It will charge
most modern phones including iPhone 8 upwards, Samsung
Galaxy S6 upwards and many more. Odyssey also offers
conventional charging and has twin outlet ports so it can charge
two phones at once. It has an input power of 5V/1.5A, and an
output power of 5V/2.1A. Recharging time is seven hours from a
USB port or a mains adaptor and it has a handy power gauge. It
is supplied with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
An optional EVA carry case and a triple connector cable are
available on request.

Exodus Power Bank
116644
Very compact 5000mAh power bank that utilises twin high
density lithium ion batteries to produce an incredible power
to size ratio. It has twin outlet ports so it is able to charge
two devices at once. The input power is 5V/2.0 Amps and the
output power is 5V/2.1 Amps. It has a handy power gauge
and can be recharged in 4-5 hours from a USB port or a mains
adapter. Comprehensive instructions and a Micro-B USB cable
are included. An optional EVA carry case and a triple connector
cable are available on request.
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Bobby Bluetooth
Speaker
112178
Design inspired Bluetooth speaker which
delivers crystal clear stereo sound and has
an eye catching, spherical soft touch base
that allows it to wobble but it will never fall
over. Bobby is compatible with all mobile
devices that support Bluetooth with a wireless
connectivity range of approximately 10 metres
and can also be used with an audio cable. It will
play music for 3-4 hours and is easily recharged
from a laptop, a power bank or a USB mains
adapter. It is presented in a matt black box with
a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.

Swiss Peak 4-in-1 Speaker
112163
The unique Swiss Peak 4-in-1 Speaker is an essential multi-purpose
device for camping, tramping, hunting, boating, barbeques,
outdoor events or at the beach. The main unit includes a power
bank with a 4500mAh rechargeable lithium ion battery that can
be used for charging phones etc. Also included is a 3W Bluetooth
speaker which can be connected via the main unit to the lithium ion
battery and it will play music for an incredible 18 hours. The main
unit is rain and dust proof and has a 250 lumen LED lantern as well
as a four function flashlight. It is presented in a delightful Swiss Peak
gift box with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
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Infinity Bluetooth Speaker

Quantum Bluetooth Speaker

107696

107695

Superior Bluetooth speaker which produces exceptional crystal
clear stereo sound from a dual speaker array with a built in
sub-woofer to enhance the bass reproduction. It is equipped
with NFC technology (Near Field Communication) which allows
compatible devices to pair with the speaker by placing them
within proximity. Other features include a built in microphone for
phone and conference calls and music can be played and paused
or tracks switched directly from the speaker. Infinity is compatible
with all mobile devices that support Bluetooth and has a wireless
connectivity range of over 10 metres with the option to use an
audio cable if required. Playing time is 6-8 hours and it is easily
recharged from a laptop, a power bank or a USB mains adapter.
The front and back panels are designed for spot colour or stunning
full colour branding. It is beautifully presented in a gift box with a
Micro-B USB cable, an audio cable and an instruction leaflet.

Luxury Bluetooth speaker that produces intense crystal
clear stereo sound and has a metal front screen which can
be branded in spot colours or stunning full colour. It is
compatible with all mobile devices that support Bluetooth
and has a wireless connectivity range of over 10 metres.
Quantum can also be used with an audio cable and has a
battery saving standby mode which supports a continuous
playing time of 5-6 hours. It is easily recharged from a
laptop, a power bank or a USB mains adapter. Music can
be played, paused or changed directly from the speaker
and it has a microphone for phone calls. It is presented in
a gift box with a Micro-B USB cable, an audio cable and an
instruction leaflet. Quantum laser engraves to an oxidised
white colour.
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Evolve Bluetooth Earbuds

Avatar Bluetooth Earbuds

114195

112861

Elegant set of Bluetooth earbuds which produce
crystal clear, high definition stereo sound and include
a microphone that allows the user to take phone calls
while using them. They have their own compact swivel
open carry case and can be recharged from any USB port
or a mains adapter. Evolve is presented in a black box
with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.

Unrivalled set of futuristic Bluetooth earbuds which produce 80
minutes of incredible high definition stereo sound at full volume.
They are stored in a compact carry case with its own built in power
supply. When the earbuds are placed in the case after use they
lock into their magnetic docking ports and are automatically
recharged ready for next time. The case will fully charge the
earbuds 1.5 times and it can be recharged from any USB port or
mains adapter. The earbuds have a built in microphone which
allows the user to take phone calls while using them and they are
supplied with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
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Vibe Bluetooth Earbuds
112829
Superb set of Bluetooth earbuds which produce
crystal clear, high definition stereo sound and include
a microphone that allows the user to take phone calls
while using them. They will play music continuously for
three hours at high volume and can be recharged in
two hours from any USB port or mains adapter. Vibe is
beautifully presented in a smart plastic case along with
a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.

Sport Bluetooth Earbuds
110098
Bluetooth earbuds that produce over five hours of
continuous high definition stereo sound and fit securely
with an adjustable band to correctly tension them. They
have a microphone for making and receiving phone
calls and can switch between calls. Sport produces such
exceptional sound quality that they can be used instead of
regular headphones. They are presented in a smart carry
case with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.

Olympic Bluetooth
Earbuds
112859
Bluetooth earbuds with secure ear loops which produce
crystal clear, high definition stereo sound. They have
a built in microphone which allows the user to take
phone calls while using them. Olympic will play music
continuously for 90 minutes at high volume and can be
recharged in 90 minutes from any USB port or a mains
adapter. They are presented in a smart carry case along
with a Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
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Cyberdyne Bluetooth
Headphones
109759
Premium Bluetooth headphones that are
designed for superior comfort and produce
crystal clear sound reproduction. They
are compatible with mobile devices that
support Bluetooth and have a continuous
playing time of approximately 16 hours. The
headphones have an inbuilt microphone
that allows the user to receive and make
phone calls. Cyberdyne supports A2DP and
AVRCP Bluetooth profiles which allows them
to control functions on compatible devices
such as changing the track, adjusting the
volume, accepting incoming calls and even
taking selfie photos. They can be recharged
from any USB port or a mains adapter and
are beautifully presented in an elegant EVA
carry case with a Micro-B USB cable and an
instruction leaflet.

Swiss Peak
Headphones
112175
Swiss Peak excels at combining superb
functionality with fashion and their Bluetooth
Headphones are no exception. These
headphones produce incredible stereo sound
and feature trendy aluminium ear cases
combined with PU cushions that are as light as
a feather. They are compatible with all devices
that support Bluetooth and have the option of
using an audio cable. The headphones have a
continuous playing time of approximately eight
hours and are easily recharged from a USB port
or a mains adaptor. They have a luxury carry
case and are presented in a Swiss Peak gift box
with a Micro-B USB cable, an audio cable and an
instruction leaflet.
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Onyx Noise Cancelling
Headphones
116587
Premium Bluetooth headphones that are designed for
superior comfort and the ultimate crystal clear stereo sound
reproduction. They are compatible with mobile devices that
support Bluetooth, but also have AUX capability so they can be
used with a cable. Onyx’s active noise control (ANC) function
reduces unwanted ambient noise to improve sound quality
when in a louder environment. The volume and track are able
to be changed directly from the headphones and they have a
microphone that allows the user to receive and make phone
calls. They can be recharged from any USB port or a mains
adapter and are beautifully presented in an elegant EVA carry
case with a Micro-B USB cable, a 3.5mm AUX cable and an
instruction leaflet.

Opus Bluetooth
Headphones
112785
Fully padded Bluetooth headphones which produce
crystal clear sound reproduction and are compatible
with mobile devices that support Bluetooth. They have
a continuous playing time of six to eight hours and
include a microphone which allows the user to answer
incoming phone calls. The volume and track are able to
be changed directly from the headphones and they can
be recharged from any USB port or a mains adapter.
Opus is nicely presented in an elegant carry case with a
Micro-B USB cable and an instruction leaflet.
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Taurus Key Ring

Cerato Key Ring

112525

112550

Metal key ring with a gunmetal plated finish on both
sides which can be laser engraved to a natural etch. It is
beautifully presented in a black gift box.

Metal crest shaped key ring with a gunmetal plated finish
on both sides which can be laser engraved to a natural
etch. It is beautifully presented in a black gift box.

Capital House Key Ring

Astina Key Ring

112526

112524

Metal house shaped key ring with a gunmetal plated finish
on both sides which can be laser engraved to a natural
etch. It is beautifully presented in a black gift box.

Metal rectangular key ring with a gunmetal plated finish
on both sides which can be laser engraved to a natural
etch. It is beautifully presented in a black gift box.
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Wave Metal Key Ring

Caprice Key Ring

100889

112804

Wave shaped metal key ring with a plated shiny chrome
finish which is nicely presented in a black gift box. It can be
branded on the front with a resin coated finish and the back
laser engraves to a natural etch.

Premium leather and metal key ring with one large ring which
has a spring loaded release clip. It features three smaller rings
for grouping keys together that can be removed individually.
Caprice has a gunmetal plated finish on both sides which laser
engraves to a natural etch and it is beautifully presented in a
black gift box.

Laser Etch Metal Key Ring

Spinning Metal Key Ring

104177

100318

Metal key ring with an aluminium finish on one side which
laser engraves to an oxidised white colour. The reverse side
has a plated shiny chrome finish which engraves to a natural
etch. It is nicely presented in a black gift box.

Oval metal key ring with a plated shiny chrome finish and an
inner part that spins. The inner spinning part is branded on
both sides with a resin coated finish and it is nicely presented
in a black gift box.
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Spinning House Metal
Key Ring

Oval Metal Key Ring
105659

Shiny chrome metal key ring with a rotating house shaped
inner part. It laser engraves to a natural etch on one or both
sides and is nicely presented in a black gift box.

Oval metal key ring with a plated shiny chrome finish
which is nicely presented in a black gift box. It can
be branded on the front with a resin coated finish or
both the front and the back can be laser engraved to a
natural etch.

Rectangular Metal Key Ring

House Metal Key Ring

100316

100322

Rectangular metal key ring with a plated shiny chrome finish
which is nicely presented in a black gift box. It can be branded
on one side with a resin coated finish or laser engraved on
both sides.

House shaped metal key ring with a plated shiny chrome
finish which is nicely presented in a black gift box. It can
be branded with a resin coated finish or laser engraved to
a natural etch.

104886
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Ashton Key Ring
116580
Rectangular PU leather key ring with smart matching stitching. It is
manufactured from a unique PU that changes colour when it is laser
engraved. Black engraves to silver and brown, tan and grey engrave
to black. Ashton is presented in an attractive black gift box.

Ballantyne Bottle
Opener
116584
Classic stainless steel bottle opener with a
unique leather look PU grip which changes
colour when it is laser engraved. Black
engraves to silver and brown engraves to black.
Ballantyne is presented in a black gift box.
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Echo Key Ring
116583 - Echo Key Ring - Round
116770 - Echo Key Ring - Square
116771 - Echo Key Ring - Rectangle
Natural beech wood keyring with decorative
metal trim which is available in round, square
and rectangular shapes. It laser engraves to
a natural etch and is beautifully presented in
a black gift box. Wood is a natural material
which produces unavoidable variances in the
grain pattern, colour and branding.

Altos Key Ring
112521 - Altos Key Ring - Rectangle
112522 - Altos Key Ring - Square
Opulent silicone and metal key ring with the choice of a
rectangular or a square design. They have a gunmetal plated
finish on both sides which can be laser engraved to a natural
etch and are beautifully presented in a black gift box.
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Baron Leather Key Ring
108385 - Baron Leather Key Ring - Round
108597 - Baron Leather Key Ring - Square
108598 - Baron Leather Key Ring - Rectangular
Genuine leather key ring with a rectangular metal
plate for branding in spot colour or full colour with
a resin coated finish. Baron is nicely presented in a
black gift box.
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Gladiator Hammer Tool
116121
Premium stainless steel multi-tool which has 12
functions and features a claw hammer. It has a
birch wood hand grip, a carry pouch with a Velcro
closure and a belt loop. Gladiator laser engraves
to a natural etch. Wood is a natural material which
produces unavoidable variances in the grain
pattern, colour and branding.

Multi-Tool Card
116111
Stainless steel multi-tool that is credit card size and slim enough
to fit in a wallet. It features a can opener, a knife edge, a
screwdriver, a ruler, a two position wrench, a four position wrench,
a butterfly wrench, a saw blade and a direction ancillary indicator
(Google for more information). Multi-Tool Card can be used
anywhere and is ideal for hunting, fishing, camping, survival etc.
It laser engraves to a stainless steel finish and is presented in a
compact PU sleeve.

Mustang Multi-Tool Key Ring
116112
Handy six function multi-tool. It has a Phillips screwdriver,
a conventional screwdriver, a bottle opener, a knife and a
LED light. It uses one button cell battery which is included.
Mustang laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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Swiss Peak 10W
CREE Torch
112174
Large 10W metal torch with an adjustable beam
which is fitted with CREE brand ultra-bright
LEDs. It has a wrist strap and uses three C size
batteries which are included. The torch laser
engraves to an oxidised white colour and it is
presented in a printed Swiss Peak gift box.

Swiss Peak Multi-Tool
108618
Swiss Peak’s design and manufacturing
skills have combined to produce a gift that
will last a lifetime. This 13 function stainless
steel multi-tool has a multitude of uses and
with its handy carry pouch it will always be
at hand when needed. Swiss Peak considers
everything and the multi-tool is beautifully
presented in its own printed gift box. It laser
engraves to an oxidised white colour.
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A

Alexis Gift Set, 67
Altos Key Ring - Rectangle, 96
Altos Key Ring - Square, 96
Ambassador Pen, 79
Andorra Gift Set, 66
Andromeda Pen, 78
Arc Vacuum Cup, 21
Arcadia Picnic Backpack, 50
Artemis Laptop Backpack, 54
Ascot Tote Bag, 51
Ashton Key Ring, 95
Aspiring Cooler Bag - Elite, 46
Aspiring Cooler Bag, 46
Astina Key Ring, 92
Avatar Bluetooth Earbuds, 88
Avenue Elite Tote Bag, 51

B

Ballantyne Bottle Opener, 95
Bamboo Coasters, 29
Baron Leather Key Ring - Rectangle, 97
Baron Leather Key Ring - Round, 97
Baron Leather Key Ring - Square, 97
Belmont Pen, 79
Bobby Anti-Theft Backpack, 54
Bobby Bluetooth Speaker, 86
Bopp Fruit Infuser Bottle, 14
Bopp Hot Flask, 18
Bopp Sport Activity Bottle, 14
Brooklyn Coaster Set, 28

C

Caldera Vacuum Flask, 18
Calibre Vacuum Cup, 23
Cambridge Pen, 80
Canvas Cooler Bag, 47
Capital House Key Ring, 92
Caprice Key Ring, 93
Cascade Cooler Bag, 49
Cerato Key Ring, 92
Colorado Picnic Blanket, 41
Concord Multi-Function Pen, 82
Contour Tumbler, 19
Contour Vacuum Flask, 19
Coronet Cooler Backpack, 48
Coventry Cheese Board, 32
Cyberdyne Bluetooth Headphones, 90
Cyprus Vacuum Cup, 21

D

Dakota Picnic Blanket, 40
Davros Wireless Charging Mouse Mat, 83
Demio Gift Set, 67
Denver Picnic Blanket, 40
Diablo Notebook, 65
Directors Chair, 42
Divino Double Wall Glass Cup, 25
Duke Cooler Box, 42

E

Echo Key Ring - Rectangle, 96
Echo Key Ring - Round, 96
Echo Key Ring - Square, 96
Eden Glass Bottle - Neoprene Sleeve, 12
Eden Glass Bottle - Silicone Sleeve, 12
Eden Glass Bottle, 12
Elixir Glass Bottle, 11
Estate Serving Board, 33
Evolve Bluetooth Earbuds, 88
Exocet Flash Drive Ball Pen, 82
Exodus Power Bank, 85

G

Gemini Inverted Umbrella, 57
Gibbston Wine Carrier, 44
Glacier Cooler Trolley, 43
Gladiator Hammer Tool, 98

H

Hadron Wireless Charger, 83
Hampton Picnic Bag, 50
Headlamp Beanie, 36
Herald Business Satchel, 56
Heritage Rimu Wood Pen, 81
Homestead Serving Board, 33
Horizon Duffle Bag, 53
House Metal Key Ring, 94
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I

Iceland Cooler Basket, 48
Igloo Cooler Seat, 43
Infinity Bluetooth Speaker, 87

Pioneer Vacuum Bottle, 9
Portland Toiletry Bag, 52
Prescott Gift Set, 68
Princeton Gift Set, 66

J

Q

Java Vacuum Cup - 230ml, 22
Java Vacuum Cup - 340ml, 22
Jupiter Glass Bottle, 11

K

Kensington Cheese Board, 31
Kinder Baby Bag, 51
Kronos Wireless Power Bank, 84

L

Lamy Econ Pen, 75
Lamy Logo Pen - Brushed Steel, 74
Lamy Logo Pen and Pencil Set, 74
Lamy Logo Pen, 75
Lamy Logo Pencil - Brushed Steel, 74
Lamy Safari Pen, 75
Lamy Studio Pen Set, 73
Lamy Studio Pen, 73
Lamy Studio Rolling Ball Pen, 73
Laser Etch Metal Key Ring, 93
Lexus Notebook, 64
Luxmore BBQ Set, 38
Luxor Conference Satchel, 56

M

Manhattan Toiletry Bag, 52
Marble Gift Set, 68
Melody Bluetooth Beanie, 36
Melrose Notebook, 63
Metro Cup - Cork Band, 24
Metro Cup, 24
Milford Duffle Bag, 53
Mirage Luxe Vacuum Bottle, 5
Mirage Powder Coated Vacuum Bottle
- Flip Lid, 4
Mirage Powder Coated Vacuum Bottle - Push
Button Lid, 4
Mirage Powder Coated Vacuum Bottle, 2-3
Mirage Vacuum Bottle - Flip Lid, 5
Mirage Vacuum Bottle - Push Button Lid, 5
Mirage Vacuum Bottle, 5
Monarch Pen, 78
Montgomery Cheese Board, 32
Mosa Tumbler, 16
Mosa Vacuum Flask, 16
Multi Tool Card, 98
Mustang Multi Tool Key Ring, 98

N

Neva Water Bottle - Metal, 10
Neva Water Bottle - Tritan, 10
Nirvana Backpack, 45
Nirvana Cooler Bag, 45
Nirvana Wine Cooler Bag, 44
Nomad Deco Vacuum Bottle
- Powder Coated, 8
Nomad Deco Vacuum Bottle - Stainless, 7
Nomad Vacuum Bottle - Powder Coated, 6
Nomad Vacuum Bottle - Stainless, 7
Nordic Elite Cooler Bag, 49

O

Odyssey Wireless Charging Power Bank, 85
Olympic Bluetooth Earbuds, 89
Onyx Noise Cancelling Headphones, 91
Opus Bluetooth Headphones, 91
Oslo Luxury Blanket, 35
Outdoor Wine Table, 41
Oval Metal Key Ring, 94

P

Patronus Umbrella, 58
Pierre Cardin Calais Pen, 71
Pierre Cardin Evolution Pen, 71
Pierre Cardin Lyon Pen - Corporate, 72
Pierre Cardin Lyon Pen, 72
Pierre Cardin Montfort Pen, 71
Pierre Cardin Noblesse Pen, 72
Pierre Cardin Notebook - Medium, 69
Pierre Cardin Notebook - Small, 69
Pierre Cardin Soft Cover Notebook - Medium, 69
Pierre Cardin Soft Cover Notebook - Small, 69

Quantum Bluetooth Speaker, 87
Quattro Sunglasses, 39

R

Rado Notebook with Pen, 64
Rectangular Metal Key Ring, 94
Riviera Double Wall Glass Cup, 27

S

Saturn Glass Coaster Set of 2, 29
Saturn Glass Coaster Set of 4, 29
Seattle Fleece Set, 37
Seattle Scarf and Beanie Set, 37
Seattle Scarf and Gloves Set, 37
Sheraton Compact Umbrella, 57
Sirocco Coaster Set, 28
Slate Cheese Board, 31
Slate Coaster - Single, 30
Slate Coaster Set of 4, 30
Slate Serving Board, 30
Sovereign Pen, 80
Spinning House Metal Key Ring, 94
Spinning Metal Key Ring, 93
Sport Bluetooth Earbuds, 89
Stanford Notebook, 63
Statesman Ball Pen, 76
Statesman Gift Set, 76
Statesman Rolling Ball Pen, 76
Supreme Pen, 78
Supreme Wood Pen, 81
Swiss Peak 10W CREE Torch, 99
Swiss Peak 38cm Laptop Bag, 56
Swiss Peak 4-in-1 Speaker, 86
Swiss Peak 5000mAh Power Bank, 84
Swiss Peak Elite Copper Vacuum Flask, 17
Swiss Peak Elite Copper Vacuum Food Container, 17
Swiss Peak Elite Copper Vacuum Cup, 17
Swiss Peak Expandable Umbrella, 59
Swiss Peak Foldable Umbrella, 61
Swiss Peak Headphones, 90
Swiss Peak Heritage A5 Notebook, 62
Swiss Peak Heritage Ballpoint Pen, 77
Swiss Peak Heritage Pen Gift Set, 77
Swiss Peak Heritage Rollerball Pen, 77
Swiss Peak Multi-Tool, 99
Swiss Peak Outdoor Backpack, 55
Swiss Peak Outdoor Laptop Backpack, 55
Swiss Peak Sling Laptop Backpack, 55
Swiss Peak Toilet Bag, 52
Swiss Peak Tornado 58cm Umbrella, 60
Swiss Peak Tornado 76cm Umbrella, 60
Swiss Peak Traveler Umbrella, 61
Swiss Peak Tritan Bottle, 15
Swiss Peak Vacuum Flask, 15
Swiss Peak Weekend/Sport Bag, 53

T

Taurus Key Ring, 92
Tivoli Double Wall Glass - 310ml, 26
Tivoli Double Wall Glass - 410ml, 26
Tumbling Tower, 34

U

Ultron Sunglasses, 39

V

Valencia Pen, 80
Venus Glass Bottle - Neoprene Sleeve, 13
Venus Glass Bottle - Silicone Sleeve, 13
Venus Glass Bottle, 13
Verona Vacuum Cup with Handle, 20
Verona Vacuum Cup, 20
Vibe Bluetooth Earbuds, 89
Viking Vacuum Bottle, 9
Villa Serving Board, 33

W

Wave Metal Key Ring, 93
Whitehall Tablet Portfolio, 70

Z

Zorro Vacuum Cup, 23

